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The charge transfer process is an essential ingredient of any attempt

to understand the ionization of gaseous media traversed by highly-charged

energetic ions. Surprisingly, a sometimes dominant contribution to such

ionization remained undiscovered until the past decade. This process,

known as charge transfer to the continuum, involves the ionization of elec-

trons from the target species into unbound states closely matched in exit

direction and speed to the charged particles which generate them.

Subsequent measurements of the resultant forward electron production,

performed by University of Tennessee researchers at Oak Ridge and Brookhaven.
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National Laboratories, were unique in employing more highly charged projec-

tiles than previously. One outcome of those measurements was a realization

that the actual spectrum of forward-ejected electrons produced by Swift

(y 2 MeV/u) ions traversing gases, predicted to have a characteristic sym-

metric "cusp" shape, was ir. fact strongly asyraaetric for highly-charged

projectiles and skewed toward electron speeds lower than that of the pro-

jectiles. In addition, the total production rate of forward electrons, pre-

dicted to scale as the third power of projectile nuclear charge, actually

scaled more as the square (Z 2 - 2 - 0 - 2 ) . An important contribution made by
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Shakeshaft and Spruch suggested that the observed asymmetry and Z -depen-

dence was a first experimental indication of the importance of second-order

Born series amplitudes relative to the first Born tern, even though the im-

pact velocities involved were appreciably below those necessary to assure

dominance of second-Born ter.T.s in the total cross sections. Although other
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explanations of the asymmetry have been made, more recent experiments by

the University of Tennessee group, in collaboration with colleagues at Law-

rence Berkeley Laboratory, are in better agreement with the predictions of

Shakeshaft and Spruch.

One difficulty with the interpretation of the asymmetry in. terms of a

second Born amplitude origin arises from the many-electron nature of the tar-

gets employed to date (He, Ne, Ar). The bulk of the second Born tern can be

identified with the double-scattering mechanism originally proposed by Thomas,

which is of importance to bound state capture as well. The presence of tar-

get electrons in addition to the one to be captured opens additional double-

scattering channels which are difficult to handle theoretically, so th&t

detailed calculations exist only for one-electron targets. Consequently,

we have begun a program to study charge transfer to the continuum with atomic

hydrogen targets.

The long-recognized problems associated with the construction of a

reliable static atomic hydrogen target is compounded in the present case by

the requirement that tie electTor. spectrometer enployed in charge transfer to

continuum studies reside in a lo:>' ambient magnetic field. Common oven

designs use high-current resistive heating techniques and as a result pro-

duce rather severe inhomogeneous stray fields. Although it is possible to

pulse the heating current and acquire spectral data during the off portion

of the heating cycle, we have chosen a low-current, high-voltage (y 2 a.

0 i> 5 kV) electron impact heating design with coaxial current paths to fur-

ther minimize stray fields. Sorr.ewhat in excess of one year has been spent

in the design and fabrication of several prototypes. As might be expected,

the major problems encountered have involved the selection of suitable high-

temperature materials, especially for insulators required in the electron



gun, the difficulty of machining such materials, and the minimization of

radiative oven heat loss.

The present design consists of a tungsten gas cell (mass **• 25 g) having

internal dimensions of 4 ma dia x 1 cm long terminated by i» 1 mm apertures.

The oven functions as the central portion of a Pierce extraction lens used

in the electron gun. This design has been successfully operated at tempera-

tures i/ 2500 to 2600 K, as measured by a calibrated optical pyrometer. A

water-cooled copper heat sink surrounds the oven assembly to protect a 180-

degree spherical sector electron spectrometer which will be located a few cm

from the oven.

The oven was recently installed at the ORXL EN tandem facility in an

ultra-high vacuum beam line and equipped with a magnetic charge-state analysis

system down-beam of the oven. At the time of this writing, preparations are

under way to measure dissociation fractions by monitoring single to double

electron capture ratios with beams of ̂  2 MeV/u C + and 0 at various oven

temperatures. With these sane beans and at the same time, it will also be

possible to observe the charge transfer to continuum "cusp" spectra produced.
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